Abstract. Let I be an arbitrary ideal in C[ [x, y]]. We use the Newton algorithm to compute by induction the motivic zeta function of the ideal, yielding only few poles, associated to the faces of the successive Newton polygons. We associate a minimal Newton tree to I, related to using good coordinates in the Newton algorithm, and show that it has a conceptual geometric interpretation in terms of the log canonical model of I. We also compute the log canonical threshold from a Newton polygon and strengthen Corti's inequalities.
Introduction
We introduced in [7] the Newton algorithm as an efficient way to study an arbitrary ideal I in C[[x, y]], involving a finite succession of Newton polygons. We showed for instance how to compute its integral closure and the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of I in a nice combinatorial way. In this article we provide more applications. First we show how the Newton algorithm can be used to compute by induction the motivic zeta function of I, yielding candidate poles associated to the faces of the successive Newton polygons (Theorem 3.4). This method is much more efficient than other ones in the literature, and almost all candidate poles are true poles. The classical method uses a log principalization of I and yields generally an enormous amount of false candidate poles. On the other hand the formula in [18, Theorem 6 .1] has only the actual poles, but it involves horrible determinants, that are in fact again expressed in terms of a log principalization.
In [7] we moreover codified most of the data of the algorithm in a useful combinatorial object, the Newton tree of I. This (decorated) tree depends heavily on the chosen resolution. We introduce an operator on Newton trees, exchange of vertical edge, and show that it corresponds to a change of coordinates (Proposition 4.5). We define the notion of minimal Newton tree, we prove that any Newton tree can be converted into a minimal one by exchanging vertical edges (Proposition 4.3), and that this is related to the use of so-called (very) good coordinates. Coming back to the motivic zeta function, some very particular faces do not give poles (Proposition 3.5), and these faces will not appear when one uses very good coordinates.
A minimal Newton tree of I has also a conceptual geometric interpretation. Roughly its vertices correspond to the exceptional components in the log canonical model of the ideal, and its edges to intersections of components (Theorem 5.1). Also the decorations of the Newton tree correspond exactly to the 'classical' decorations on a dual tree of a curve configuration. For vertex decorations this was shown in [6] in the context of principal ideals; the argument is still valid for arbitrary ideals. For edge decorations the result is new (Proposition 5.2).
We also show a generalization of a result known in the case where the ideal is principal [10] [3] , that is, that there exists a system of coordinates such that the log canonical threshold First author is partially supported by the grants MTM2010-21740-C02-01 and MTM2010-21740 -C02-02. Second author is partially supported by the KU Leuven grant OT/11/069. can be computed from the Newton polygon (Theorem 6.5). In [8] and [4] the authors prove inequalities between the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of an ideal and its log canonical threshold. Using the computations via Newton polygons these inequalities appear to be simple geometric facts (Corollary 6.14), and using the computations via the Newton algorithm they can be strengthened (Theorem 6.16).
The article is organized as follows. In the next section we recall the Newton algorithm for ideals. In section 3 we apply the Newton algorithm to the computation of the motivic zeta function. In section 4, after recalling the construction of Newton trees, we compare them in different systems of coordinates and we introduce the notion of minimal Newton tree. In section 5 we show that the dual tree of the log canonical model of the ideal can be deduced from a minimal Newton tree. Finally, we study the log canonical threshold and the inequalities involving the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity in section 6.
Newton Algorithm for an ideal
We recall briefly the essential definitions and results from [7] concerning the Newton algorithm.
2.1. Newton polygon. For any set E ⊂ N × N, denote by ∆(E) the smallest convex set containing E + R We define the support of f as Suppf = {(α, β) ∈ N × N | c α,β = 0}.
We denote ∆(f ) = ∆(Suppf ) and N (f ) = N (∆(f )). Let l be a line in R 2 . We define the initial part of f with respect to l as in(f, l) = (α,β)∈l c α,β x α y β .
If the line l has equation pα + qβ = N , with (p, q) ∈ (N * ) 2 and gcd(p, q) = 1, then in(f, l) is zero or a monomial or, if l = l S for some segment S of N (∆), of the form
where (a l , b l ) ∈ N 2 and
with c ∈ C * , n ∈ N * , µ i ∈ C * (all different) and ν i ∈ N * . Now let I = (f 1 , · · · , f r ) be a non-trivial ideal in C[ [x, y] ]. We define ∆(I) = ∆(∪ 1≤i≤r Suppf i ) and N (I) = N (∆(I)).
When I = (f ) we simply write ∆(f ) and N (f ). For a segment S of N (I) we denote by in(I, S) the ideal generated by the in(f i , l S ), 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and call it the initial ideal of I with respect to S. One easily verifies that ∆(I) = ∆(∪ f ∈I Suppf ); hence the sets ∆(I) and N (I) and the ideals in(I, S) depend only on I, not on a system of generators of I.
Let S be a face of N (I) and p S α + q S β = N S be the equation of l S , with gcd(p S , q S ) = 1 as before. Then in(I, S) is of the form
with s ≥ 2, where F I,S , k 1 , · · · , k s are homogeneous polynomials, F I,S is not divisible by x or y and k 1 , · · · , k s are coprime and of the same degree d S . In the first case we put d S = 0. The polynomial F I,S , monic in y, is called the face polynomial (it can be identically one). A face S is called a dicritical face if in(I, S) is not a principal ideal. Thus it is dicritical if and
In the sequel we will also call the equation of the supporting line of a face simply the equation of the face.
Newton maps.
Definition 2.1.
We say that the map σ (p,q,µ) is a Newton map.
The numbers (p , q ) are introduced only to avoid taking roots of complex numbers. In the sequel we will always assume that p ≤ q and q < p. This will make procedures canonical.
Let
Since a Newton map is a ring homomorphism, this ideal does not depend on the choice of the generators of I. 1 )I 1 and the height of the Newton polygon of I 1 is less than or equal to the multiplicity of µ as root of F I,S (1, X), 2.3. Newton algorithm. Given an ideal I in C[[x, y]] and a Newton map σ (p,q,µ) , we denote by I σ the ideal σ (p,q,µ) (I). Consider a sequence Σ n = (σ 1 , · · · , σ n ) of length n of Newton maps. We define I Σn by induction:
There exists an integer n 0 such that, for any sequence Σ n = (σ 1 , · · · , σ n ) of Newton maps of length at least n 0 , the ideal I Σn is principal, generated by
Its Newton polygon is given in Figure 1 . The faces S 1 and S 2 have supporting lines with equations 2α + β = 5 and α + β = 4, respectively. The initial ideals of I with respect to these segments are
Both segments are not dicritical; their face polynomials are F I,S 1 = y 2 − 3x and F I,S 2 = (y + x) 3 , respectively. We first consider the Newton map σ (p,q,µ) = σ (2,1,3) associated to S 1 and µ = 3. It is given by the substitution
The image ideal I 1 is given by
It is a monomial ideal, hence we stop the procedure for S 1 .
Next we consider the Newton map σ (p,q,µ) = σ (1,1,−1) associated to S 2 and µ = −1. It is given by the substitution
Its Newton polygon is given in Figure 2 . The faces S 1 and S 2 have supporting lines with equations α + β = 7 and α + 3β = 9, respectively. The initial ideals of I 1 with respect to these segments are
and
Both segments are dicritical and have constant face polynomial; their degrees are d S 1 = 2 and d S 2 = 1. We continue with the Newton maps σ (1,1,µ) associated to S 1 and σ (1,3,µ) associated to S 2 , where µ is arbitrary in C * . These lead to monomial ideals, hence we stop the procedure.
It should be clear that more generally, when a face S of a Newton polygon is dicritical, the associated Newton map σ (p,q,µ) induces a monomial ideal for all µ ∈ C * that are not roots of the face polynomial F I,S . Therefore it is not necessary to compute such Newton maps explicitly.
In [7] we introduced a notion of depth of an ideal: the least possible value of n 0 in Theorem 2.3. This can also be formulated as follows. ] and (k, ν) ∈ N × N, we say that its depth is 0. Otherwise, we define
where the maximum is taken over all possible Newton maps.
Computation of the motivic zeta function of an ideal
In this section we describe an efficient algorithm for the motivic zeta function of an ideal in C[ [x, y] ] in terms of the Newton algorithm. The method is the one used in [1] [2] for quasi-ordinary hypersurface singularities.
First we introduce the ingredients needed to define the motivic zeta function.
Let G be the Grothendieck ring of algebraic varieties over C. It is the abelian group generated by the symbols [S] where S is an algebraic variety over C, with the relations [S] = [S ] when S and S are isomorphic, and
when S is closed in S. The product is defined by
We recall briefly the notions of jet scheme and arc scheme. A reference in the context of arbitrary schemes is [15] . The functor · × Spec C Spec C[t]/(t n+1 ) on the category of C-schemes has a right adjoint, denoted by L n . We call L n (X) the n-jet scheme of X and its closed points n-jets on X. For m ≥ n, the closed immersions
. These morphisms being affine, the projective limit
exists as a C-scheme; it is called the arc scheme of X and its C-points are called arcs on X. Denote by π n : L(X) −→ L n (X) the natural projection morphisms.
From now on we take X = Spec C[[x, y]] and we consider only those arcs and jets attached at the origin, that is, mapped by π 0 or π n 0 to the origin in X = L 0 (X). We denote these schemes (and also the sets of their C-points) by L 0 (C 2 ) and L 0 n (C 2 ), respectively. Note that they are isomorphic to Spec C[a i , b i ] i∈N * and Spec C[a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a n , b n ], respectively. For example an n-jet is denoted as (a 1 t + a 2 t 2 + · · · + a n t n ,
−2n for all m ≥ n, and one defines its motivic measure µ(A) as this value:
. We write I = (x N )I , where I is not divisible by x. Let ω be a regular differential 2-form of the form
We assume that if
For m ∈ N and n ∈ N * we consider
Note that the motivic measure of this collection of arcs is completely determined by the corresponding collection of n-jets
The motivic zeta function of I and ω is
The hypothesis on ω ensures that the sum over m is finite. The motivic zeta function was originally introduced for a principal ideal I (in a polynomial ring) [9] . The generalization to arbitrary ideals is straightforward (see for instance [20] ). Incorporating also a differential form is natural in the process of studying or computing a motivic zeta function, see e.g. [2] [19] .
An important result in [9] is that motivic zeta functions are in fact rational functions (in T ); this is proven by providing a formula in terms of a chosen embedded resolution of singularities. The proof extends to zeta functions associated to a general ideal and a differential form. However, in that formula generally a large amount of false candidate poles occur. In dimension 2 the results of [18] provide in principle a compact formula with only actual poles in the denominator, but the computation is a combinatorial disaster.
We now start deriving an efficient algorithmic way to compute ζ(I, ω)(T ), based on the Newton algorithm, yielding in particular an 'almost minimal' denominator. (In the next section we explain a slight modification resulting in the optimal denominator.)
First we consider the case where the ideal I is principal, generated by a monomial:
Remark 3.1. Above we tacitly assume that N 1 or N 2 can be zero. In that case a factor of the form 1 − L −ν appears in the denominator of the formula. More generally, in the rest of this section, formulas for ζ(I, ω)(T ) as a rational function in T have coefficients in a further localization of G loc , namely with respect to the elements 1 − L −a , a ∈ Z * . This is standard in such computations.
To compute the zeta function of an arbitrary ideal, we use induction on the depth of the ideal. If the ideal has depth 0, we already computed its zeta function (since it does not depend on the chosen coordinate system). For an ideal I of depth at least 1, we derive a formula computing the zeta function of I in terms of the zeta functions of the ideals I σ . First we collect the necessary data and notation. Consider the Newton polygon of I and its dual in R 2 + . Here a face S of the Newton polygon of I with equation pα + qβ = N corresponds in the dual to a half-line going through the origin with direction (p, q). This induces a decomposition of R 2 + into disjoint cones (of dimension 1 or 2).
(1) We denote by ∆ such a 2-dimensional cone, and let it be generated by (p 1 , q 1 ) and (p 2 , q 2 ). Then we denote also
(2) We denote by L such a 1-dimensional cone, and let it be generated by (p, q).
Note that in (1) the set of points with integer coordinates in the cone ∆ is precisely
We study the contributions of elements (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ N 2 , depending on which cone they belong to.
(
be the intersection point of the two faces of the Newton polygon whose supporting lines have equations
where c 1 , c 2 ∈ C * , such that ord φ I = n. We have
.
lies on a line L, generated by (p, q). Then there exists k ∈ N * such that k 1 = pk, k 2 = qk. Let S be the corresponding face of the Newton polygon, with equation pα + qβ = N , and let F S be its face polynomial. Let φ ∈ L 0 (C 2 ) :
where c 1 , c 2 ∈ C * , such that ord φ I = n. We have two cases.
(a) For any root µ of F S , we have c
Denoting by r the number of distinct roots of F S , we compute this contribution of L to ζ(I, ω)(T ). It is equal to
where C is the class in the Grothendieck ring of
where X n,(ν−1)pk is the variety of n-jets φ :
Denote by X n,(ν−1)pk the variety of n-jets φ :
Next we consider the appropriate varieties of jets related to the Newton map
Denote by X σ n,(pν+q−1)k the variety of n-jets ψ :
Finally we denote by X σ n,(pν+q−1)k the variety of n-jets ψ :
Then one easily verifies that
The constant term of φ 1 is a = µ q r p 0 and the constant term of φ 2 is b = µ p r q 0 . Hence we have b p = µa q . Note also that S is clearly a morphism.
Lemma 3.3. The map S defines a isomorphism between X σ n,(pν+q−1)k and X n,(ν−1)pk . Proof. We construct an inverse map. Take
belongs to X σ n,(pν+q−1)k . Here (φ 1 ) 1/p is well-defined and given by the standard expansion since the constant term ofφ 1 is 1. One easily verifies that this map φ → ψ is indeed the inverse of S.
With these preparations we can compute n≥1 k≥1
where V σ n,m is the set of arcs φ ∈ L 0 (C 2 ) such that ord φ I σ = n and ord(ω 1 • φ) = m. This last expression is precisely ζ(I σ , ω 1 )(T ). We have proven the following formula. 
where µ ranges over the roots of the face polynomial of the face corresponding to the cone L, and
Example 1 (continued). The first Newton polygon gives rise in the dual plane to a decomposition of R 2 + in three (2-dimensional) cones and two lines. The cones are ∆ 0 generated by (1, 0) and (2, 1), ∆ 1 generated by (2, 1) and (1, 1), and ∆ 2 generated by (1, 1) and (0, 1). The lines are L 1 generated by (2, 1), and L 2 generated by (1, 1).
The contribution of the cones to the zeta function for I and
The contribution of the lines is
We have considered the Newton map σ (2, 1, 3) given by
with image ideal
with image ideal given by
). Its Newton polygon is given in Figure 2 . We have
We have again three (2-dimensional) cones in the dual space: ∆ 0 generated by (1, 0) and (1, 1), ∆ 1 generated by (1, 1) and (1, 3) , and ∆ 2 generated by (1, 3) and (0, 1). The contribution of theses cones to the motivic zeta function is
The two faces are dicritical faces. The contribution of the two lines is
The final calculation gives
where
We observe that all faces of the successive Newton polygons contribute to the computation of the motivic zeta function. A face with equation pα + qβ = N gives rise to a factor in the denominators of the contributions of the form (1 − L −(pν+q) T N ), where the differential form at that stage of the Newton algorithm has the form ω = x ν−1 dx ∧ dy. However, at the end of the computation not all of these factors remain. We prove a general result concerning this phenomenon.
Proposition 3.5. Take I and ω as in Theorem 3.4. Let S be a face of the Newton polygon of I with equation α + qβ = N that hits the x-axis, which is not a dicritical face and such that its face polynomial has exactly one root. Then (1 − L −(ν+q) T N ) does not appear in the denominator of the motivic zeta function of I and ω. The analogous result holds for a face pα + β = N that hits the y-axis, with the same hypothesis.
Proof. We assume the face S = S m has equation α+qβ = N . Its extremities have coordinates of the form (k, n) and (k + nq, 0) with N = k + nq. Writing the equation of the face S m−1
There are four contributions of the face S m to the zeta function. The contribution of ∆ m is The sum of these two contributions is
The contribution of the cone ∆ m−1 is
The remaining part arises after applying the Newton map σ (1,q,µ) :
The contribution to the zeta function comes from the cone ∆ 0 for the new Newton polygon. Writing the equation of the new face S 1 as p 1 α + q 1 β = N 1 , we have N 1 = p 1 N + q 1 n. Then this contribution is
We can write
and similarly
The rational function Φ 1 (x 1 , x 2 ) is the generating function of the cone generated by (1, q), the rational function Φ 2 (x 1 , x 2 ) is the generating function of the cone generated by (1, q) and (p m−1 , q m−1 ), and the rational function Φ 3 (x 1 , x 2 ) is the generating function of the cone generated by (1, q), (p 1 , q 1 + qp 1 ). The map (i, j) → (i = i, j = j + qi) being a linear automorphism of the plane, we see that the configuration is as in Figure 6 . Hence x 2 ) is the generating function of the cone ∆ generated by (p 1 , q 1 + qp 1 ) and
Then finally the sum of the four contributions is equal to
Remark 3.6. We comment on two special cases above.
(1) When S is the only face of the Newton polygon, the proof is just easier. (2) It is possible that one of the two factors in the denominator of Φ 4 is, after substitution, equal to 1 − L −(ν+q) T N . In the statement of the proposition we mean that the factor coming from S cancels. 
Newton tree associated with an ideal
In [7] we collected the information of the Newton algorithm of an ideal in its Newton tree. It reflects the 'tree shape' of the algorithm, and keeps the information on the successive Newton polygons. We recall briefly the main ideas. If the Newton polygon is ∪ 1≤i≤m S i , the graph has m vertices v 1 , · · · , v m representing the faces S 1 , · · · , S m . They are connected by edges when the faces intersect. We add one edge at v 1 and at v m ended by an arrow.
We decorate the vertices and the extremities of the edges near the vertices using the following rule. Let v be a vertex and S be the corresponding face whose supporting line has equation pα + qβ = N , where (p, q) ∈ (N * ) 2 and gcd(p, q) = 1. We decorate the vertex by (N ). Further we decorate the extremity of the edge above the vertex with q and the extremity of the edge under the vertex by p; we say that the decorations near v are (q, p). The arrows represent the non-compact faces with supporting lines {x = α 0 } and {y = β m }; they are decorated with (α 0 ) at the top and (β m ) at the bottom. See Figure 8 . 
4.2.
Newton tree of an ideal. We build the Newton tree of I by induction on the depth. If its depth is zero, the ideal is generated by a 'monomial' x N (y + h(x)) M ; we define its Newton tree to be the graph as in Figure 7 . Let now I be an ideal of depth d(I) greater than or equal to one. We assume that we have constructed the Newton trees of ideals of depths
On one hand we have the graph of the Newton polygon of the ideal I. Consider a vertex v on this graph. It is associated with a face S of the Newton polygon of I with equation
We decorate the vertex v with the pair (N S , d S ) ∈ N 2 . Now we apply the Newton maps σ = σ (p S ,q S ,µ i ) for each root µ i of the face polynomial. (If the face is dicritical we already know that the maps σ (p S ,q S ,µ) for µ generic give a monomial ideal of the form (x N S ) and we don't need to perform those Newton maps.) The transformed ideal I σ has depth less than d(I). Then from the induction hypothesis we can construct the Newton tree of I σ . It has a top arrow decorated with N S . We delete this arrow and glue the edge on the vertex v. The edge which is glued on the vertex v is a horizontal edge. Horizontal edges join vertices corresponding to different Newton polygons and vertical edges join vertices corresponding to the same Newton polygon. Note that the 'width' of the Newton tree of I is precisely its depth d(I).
We explain now how we decorate the Newton tree. Let v be a vertex on the Newton tree of I. If v corresponds to a face of the Newton polygon of I, we say that v has no preceding vertex and we define S(v) = {v}. If v does not correspond to a face of the Newton polygon of I, it corresponds to a face of the Newton polygon of some I Σ . The Newton tree of I Σ has been glued on a vertex v 1 which is called the preceding vertex of v. We note that the path between one vertex and its preceding vertex contains exactly one horizontal edge but may contain some vertical edges, for example as in Figure 9 .
If v 1 does not correspond to a face of the polygon of I, we can consider its preceding vertex, and so on. We define S(v) = {v i , · · · , v 2 , v 1 , v} where v j , 2 ≤ j ≤ i, is the preceding vertex of v j−1 , and v i corresponds to a face of the Newton polygon of I. The final Newton tree is . We refer to [7] for motivations and applications.
The vertices decorated with (N, d) with d > 0 (corresponding to dicritical faces) are called dicritical vertices.
In §5 we will use the notion of edge determinant of an edge e; this is the product of the edge decorations on e minus the product of the adjacent edge decorations to e. Figure 10 we draw the graphs associated with the occurring Newton diagrams, and the resulting Newton tree. Those vertices correspond to faces of the Newton polygon which are not dicritical faces, have equation α + qβ = N or pα + β = N , hit respectively the x-axis or the y-axis, and have a face polynomial with only one root. Such a vertex is the top vertex (on the first vertical line) if its nearby decorations are (1, p), it is not dicritical and has valency 3, and the top arrow is decorated with (0). It is a vertex at the bottom of the tree if its nearby decorations are (q, 1), it is not dicritical and has valency 3, and the bottom arrow is decorated with (0). See Figure 11 . Example 1 is an example with such vertices. We will construct Newton trees where such vertices do not appear. For that purpose we first introduce certain 'manipulations' on trees. These will turn out to correspond to coordinate changes. The discussion will lead to a notion of minimal Newton tree, with a geometric interpretation developed in §5.
Example 1 (continued). In
Take a vertex v as above. Assume first that its nearby decorations are (q, 1) such that either q = 1, or q = 1 and v is not connected to two arrows decorated with (0). The edge e decorated with q is connected to a vertex or an arrow, denoted by v 1 . The edge e v decorated with 1 is connected to an arrow decorated with (0) and the horizontal edge e h is connected to a vertex or an arrow denoted by v 2 . We delete the vertex v and the edge e v with the arrow at the other end. We connect v 1 and v 2 by an edge with the same orientation as e and we decorate with the decoration on e near v 1 and with the decoration on e h near v 2 . We call this operation erasing the vertex v. See Figure 12 .
We act symmetrically for the first top vertex if it is decorated with (1, p) such that either p = 1, or p = 1 and v is not connected to two arrows decorated with (0). Note that in this case we change some decorations (q 2 , p 2 ) in (p 2 , q 2 ). See Figure 13 .
Let finally v be decorated with (1, 1) and connected to two arrows decorated with (0). The vertex v is connected to a vertex v 2 decorated with (q 2 , p 2 ) with q 2 > 1. We erase the vertex v as well as the edge with the bottom arrow. The top vertex of the new Newton tree is v 2 decorated with (q 2 , p 2 ). See Figure 14 .
If above the vertex v 2 is a bottom vertex, with bottom arrow decorated by (0), if it has valence 3 and is not dicritical, and if p 2 = 1, then we are in the previous case and we can also erase v 2 . We can continue this way. In order to obtain a minimal Newton tree, starting from any Newton tree, erasing vertices (if applicable) is a good start. To finalize the procedure we introduce a more general operation on Newton trees that we call exchange of vertical edge.
Let T be a Newton tree. Assume we have a vertex v decorated with (q, 1). Let e 1 be the vertical edge arising from v decorated with p = 1 and let v 1 be the vertex or the arrow at the other extremity of e 1 . Choose a horizontal edge arising from v, denote it by e 2 and its other extremity by v 2 . Let T be the tree obtained the following way. We cut e 1 and e 2 near the vertex v. Then we obtain three subtrees: the part T v of T which contains v, the subtree T 1 which contains e 1 and the subtree T 2 which contains e 2 . We stick T 1 on v by e 1 as a horizontal edge, not changing the rest of T 1 , and we stick T 2 on v by e 2 as a vertical edge, not changing the rest of T 2 . See Figure 15 . Remark 4.2. Erasing a vertex v is a particular case of exchanging vertical edges. In fact, let v be a vertex decorated with (q, 1). We assume that v is not a dicritical vertex. Let e 1 be the vertical edge decorated with 1. We assume that v 1 is an arrow decorated with (0). Assume there is only one horizontal edge e 2 . Then we are in the case where we can erase v.
We exchange the edges e 1 and e 2 . We can erase now the horizontal edge because the arrow is decorated with (0) (In a Newton tree the horizontal edges are ending with vertices or with arrows decorated with strictly positive numbers.) Then we are left with a vertical edge with a vertex of valency 2 on it that we can erase. Exchange of vertical edge can also be used to erase a vertical edge decorated with 1 and ending with an arrow decorated with (0), see Figure 16 . As long as there exists a non-dicritical vertex that is connected to an arrow decorated with (0) by an edge decorated with 1, we can clearly perform an exchange of vertical edge in order to erase it. Hence we showed the following. Proposition 4.3. By exchanging vertical edges one can obtain a minimal Newton tree, starting from any Newton tree. Figure 10 is given in Figure  17 . A similar result holds for a vertex on the first vertical line decorated with (1, p).
Example 1 (continued). A minimal Newton tree for the tree of
Proof. Let S be the face of the Newton polygon corresponding to v. Write
with
Consider first the case where the horizontal edge we have chosen does not end with an arrow. Let µ be the root (with multiplicity ν) corresponding to the edge we have chosen. We perform the change of variables
The faces above S do not change. The face S transforms into a face S with the same (q S , 1).
Its associated initial ideal is
For µ i = µ we perform in the (x, y)-coordinates the Newton map σ (1,q S ,µ i ) :
, and in the (x , y )-coordinates the map σ (1,q S ,µ i −µ) :
A simple computation yields x 1 = x 1 and y 1 = y 1 . Now we replace the Newton map σ (1,q S ,µ) by the change of variables
This is a linear automorphism of the plane. Any face of the original second Newton polygon with equation pα + rβ = N corresponds to a face on the new first Newton polygon with equation pα + (r + pq S )β = N , hence lying under S . Analogously, with the Newton map σ (1,q S ,−µ) :
one verifies that x α y β = (x 1 ) α+q S β (y 1 ) β and that a face under S of the original first polygon corresponds to a face of the new second polygon. Consequently T is indeed the Newton tree of I .
If the horizontal edge we have chosen ends with an arrow, we have
], h(x) = 0 and ν > 0. In that case, we perform the change of variables x = x, y = y + h(x).
Example 1 (continued). To obtain the minimal Newton tree in Figure 17 , we first perform the change of coordinates x = x, y = y + x.
This leads to
We can write (y − x ) 2 − 3x as the product of a unit and a series of the form x + h(y ) with h(y ) ∈ y C[[y ]]. After a second change of coordinates
We obtain an ideal in C[[x", y"]] with the tree in Figure 17 as Newton tree.
Remark 4.6. Minimal Newton trees are not unique. For example, in Example 1 one can alternatively perform first the coordinate change
After a second coordinate change
the resulting ideal has the Newton tree given in Figure 18 .
Next we introduce the notion of (very) good coordinates; the point is that a Newton tree is minimal if and only if the Newton algorithm is performed in very good coordinates at each step. We say that I is in good coordinates if in(I, S m ) is not a principal ideal generated by a polynomial of the form
There exists a system of coordinates which is good for I.
Proof. Assume that the ideal I is not in good coordinates. Then there exist k ≥ 0, l ≥ 1 and µ ∈ C * such that
Consider the automorphism of C 2 defined by x = x , y = y + µ(x ) q . This automorphism does not change the faces S 1 , · · · , S m−1 of N (I) but makes the face S m disappear. If this new system of coordinates is not good for I, then we consider a new automorphism and so on. The process is finite if the ideal has {0} as support. However, if the support of I contains a curve, that process can be infinite. In that case we use a coordinate change of the form As an example of the first case, the ideal
is not in good coordinates. We obtain good coordinates after the change x = x , y = y − (x ) 2 . For the second case, consider I 2 = (y + x 2 + xy). Here the system of good coordinates is obtained by
Remark 4.9. Note that, in the procedure above, we do not eliminate dicritical faces. • For m > 1: I is in good coordinates and in(I, S 1 ) is not a principal ideal generated by a polynomial of the form y k (y p − µx) l with k ≥ 0, l ≥ 1 and µ ∈ C * .
• For m = 1: in(I, S 1 ) is not a principal ideal generated by a polynomial of the form
One verifies analogously that there exists a system of coordinates which is very good for I.
(For the last case one performs the coordinate change y − µ 1 x = x , y − µ 2 x = y .)
For example, the ideal I = (x 2 − y 2 , x 3 ) is not in very good coordinates. We obtain very good coordinates after the change x = (x + y )/2, y = (y − x )/2. The previous discussion shows the following.
Remark 4.12. The Newton tree is minimal if and only if the Newton algorithm is performed in very good coordinates at each step.
Remark 4.13. The notion of depth of an ideal from [7] , see Definition 2.4, depends heavily on the chosen coordinates. In [7] we alluded to a possible more intrinsic notion. We can now define the geometric depth of an ideal in C[[x, y]] as the minimum of the widths of the minimal Newton trees of I.
For example the ideal in Example 1 has depth 2 but geometric depth 1.
Geometric interpretation
In the case of a principal ideal
it is shown in [6, Theorem 3.6] that the Newton tree of I is more or less equal to the dual graph of the minimal embedded resolution of f , where vertices of valence 2 are deleted. See also [13] (especially Lemma 2.12 and Theorem 3.1.2(i)). These proofs immediately generalize to arbitrary ideals, yielding the results in the theorem below.
We first recall the notion of (minimal) log principalization of an ideal (in our context).
] from a smooth variety X such that the ideal sheaf IOX is invertible and moreover its associated divisor of zeroes is a (strict) normal crossings divisor. The minimal log principalization of I is the unique such h, up to isomorphism, through which all other ones factorize. with the following properties. Let E j , j ∈ J, denote the irreducible components of the exceptional locus ofπ and C i , i ∈ I, the strict transform of the one-dimensional irreducible components of the support of I (if any).
(1) There is a natural bijection between the E j and the vertices of T , and between the C i and the arrowheads of T that are not decorated by (0).
(2) The ideal sheaf IOX is invertible, with associated normal crossings divisor (in orbifold sense)D = i∈I N i C i + j∈J N j E j , where the coefficients N j and N i are the decorations of the corresponding vertices and arrows, respectively, of T .
(3) The singularities ofX are located on the intersections of the components E j . They are cyclic quotient singularities of order equal to the edge determinant of the corresponding edge in T .
The composition of the resolution map h : X →X of these singularities and the mapπ yields the minimal log principalization map π : X → Spec C[[x, y]] of the ideal I.
Morally the tree T is the dual graph of the divisorD in (2). More precisely, one obtains this dual graph by erasing in T the arrowheads decorated with (0) and all edges starting from those arrowheads and decorated by 1 on the other side.
What was still missing is the meaning of the edge decorations of T in the dual graph of D. The next proposition says that these edge decorations have the 'correct' interpretation as classical edge decorations in a dual graph. Proof. We first fix some terminology. We will often talk about the determinant of minus the intersection matrix (which is the same as the absolute value of the determinant of the intersection matrix) of a configuration C of (irreducible) curves on a smooth surface. For sake of brevity we denote det(C) for this determinant.
Recall that det(·) is invariant under blowing up: when C is a configuration of curves on a smooth surface S andS → S is a point blow-up with exceptional curve E, then, denoting bỹ C the configuration inS of strict transforms of curves in C, we have det(C) = det(C ∪ {E}).
Also, with the configuration C of curves associated to a part ∆ of the Newton tree T we mean the total transform in X of the configuration of curves inX, associated by the bijection in Theorem 5.1(1) to the vertices in ∆. We then define det(∆) := det(C). With this terminology we must show:
any decoration on an edge e near a vertex v of T is equal to det(∆), where ∆ is the connected component of T \ {v} in the direction of e.
(i) Any (implicit) edge decoration 1 on the left of a horizontal edge (i.e., right to a vertex) satisfies ( * ).
Indeed, the associated part ∆ corresponds in X to the total exceptional locus of a composition of blow-ups.
(ii) Any edge decoration on the first vertical line satisfies ( * ).
Fix a vertex v on the first vertical line of T with edge decorations q and p above and below v, respectively. Denote by Q 1 and P 1 the parts of T on the first vertical line above and below v, respectively, and by Q and P the total connected components of T \ {v} in the direction of q and p, respectively. E.g. [5, Theorem 10.4.4] immediately yields q = det(Q 1 ) and p = det(P 1 ). And because det(·) is invariant under blowing up, we have det(Q 1 ) = det(Q) and det(P 1 ) = det(P ). We conclude that q = det(Q) and p = det(P ), finishing case (ii).
(iii) Any edge decoration below a vertex on another vertical line satisfies ( * ).
Because the edge decorations below vertices do not change during the construction of the Newton tree T , we can use exactly the same arguments as in the previous case.
(iv) Any edge decoration above (or left to) a vertex on another vertical line satisfies ( * ).
Here we use induction on the number of preceding vertices of the given vertex. Fix a vertex v with edge decorations q and p, and say v 0 , with edge decorations q 0 and p 0 , is its preceding vertex (see Figure 19 ).
Let also m be the original decoration above v when drawing the vertical line of v associated to a Newton diagram. Then by [7, Proposition 3 .1] we have
We introduce notation for the relevant parts of T . Let Q and P be the connected components of T \{v} in the direction of q and p, respectively, and similarly Q 0 and P 0 . Let also ∆ denote the chain between v and v 0 , i.e., the part above v of the original vertical line of v associated to a Newton diagram. As in (ii), we have that Under the bijective correspondence in 5.1 between vertices of T and exceptional components ofπ, the dicritical vertices of T have a conceptual geometric meaning. We fix some notation in order to describe this relation. Proof. By [7, Proposition 5.12 ] the dicritical vertices of T correspond to the Rees valuations of I. Next use [16] .
In fact the morphism p :X → B is a natural and important 'partial resolution' of the divisor of IO B in B in the framework of the Minimal Model Program; it is precisely the relative log canonical model of this divisor in B. We refer to [11] for definitions. Proof. . The first claim is clear. The second one follows from [17] and the geometric interpretation of the Newton tree.
The log canonical threshold
The log canonical threshold is an important singularity invariant. We refer to [14] for various equivalent definitions and more information. We only mention the description that we need, for ideals in C[[x, y]], using the notation of Theorem 5.1.
Recall that π :
is the minimal log principalization of I. We denote the irreducible components of D = IO X by F , ∈ L; they consist of the exceptional components of h and (the strict transforms of) the E j and C i . Write D = ∈L N F and π * (dx ∧ dy) = ∈L (n − 1)E . Definition 6. Under the correspondence in Theorem 5.1 one can also describe the n in terms of the Newton tree T . Recall that a component ofD corresponds to a vertex or arrowhead in the tree, hence also to a face of some Newton diagram appearing in the Newton algorithm of I.
We will use the following terminology: after a composition of Newton maps, we call the pullback of dx ∧ dy the differential form at that stage of the Newton algorithm. To prove the theorem, we need a series of lemmas. The first one is quite obvious. We are looking for the smallest invariant appearing in the Newton process. 
Next we study the case where n 0 m 0 ≥ N 0 . Proof. We associate to the initial ideal with respect to S 0 the numbers a, b and d as in (2.1) or (2.2), and we denote by m µ de multiplicity of another root µ of the face polynomial of S 0 . Then we have 
And p 0 + q 0 − p 0 q 0 ≥ 0 implies that p 0 or q 0 is equal to 1 (since p 0 and q 0 are coprime).
Now we can prove Theorem 6.5.
Proof. We fix a vertex (or arrow) v in the Newton tree of I where the minimum value of the invariant n N is attained, such that no preceding vertex of v has that minimum as invariant. If v corresponds to a face on the first Newton polygon, we know that the minimum is given by the intersection with the line α = β. If it is not on the first vertical line of the Newton tree, then we consider the sequence of vertices which lead from the first vertical line to v. Let v 0 be the vertex of that sequence on the first vertical line. We claim that n 0 m 0 ≥ N 0 . Indeed, otherwise Lemma 6.10 and Corollary 6.9 provide a contradiction.
Hence by Lemma 6.11 we have that p 0 or q 0 is equal to 1. Say p 0 = 1. Let v 1 be the second vertex of the sequence. We can perform the exchange of vertical edge between the edge decorated by p 0 = 1 and the horizontal edge with extremities v 0 and v 1 . If v 1 = v, then v is now on the first Newton polygon and as its invariant is the minimum, it is given by the intersection with the line α = β. If v 1 = v, we can conclude similarly that n 1 m 1 ≥ N 1 , apply Lemma 6.11 to v 1 and perform an exchange of vertical edge. We continue until v is on the first vertical line. As we showed that an exchange of vertical edge corresponds to a change of coordinates, we are done.
Remark 6.12. Even in very good coordinates, the log canonical threshold may appear at the second (or later) step of the Newton algorithm. Here is an example:
5 , x 2 (y + x) 3 , x 8 ).
In these coordinates, the Newton tree is as in Figure 22 . One easily verifies that lct(I) = 3 8 , appearing at the second step.
Remark 6.13. We should note that the log canonical threshold of the generic curve of an ideal may be different from the log canonical threshold of the ideal. For example, the log canonical threshold of the ideal I = (x, y) is 2, but the log canonical threshold of the curve {x + ay = 0} is 1. The next results of [8] and [4] . Proof. (1) We have proven that there is an ideal I isomorphic to I such that the log canonical threshold of I is the ordinate of the intersection of the line α = β with the Newton polygon of I . Then the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of I is the same as the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of I. Hence we can assume that I = I . It is known [7] that e(I) ≥ 2m(I). One easily verifies that 2 The first equality occurs if and only if I is non-degenerate, the second one if and only if the Newton polygon of I has exactly one compact face, with equation of the form α + β = N . Taking into account the results of [7] these statements mean that the integral closure of I is a power of M.
We can give a stronger inequality using the exact computation of the Hilbert-Samuel multiplicity of an ideal [7] . There we computed e(I) using the area of the regions associated with the successive Newton polygons that appear in the Newton algorithm. If Σ i = (σ 1 , · · · , σ i ) is a sequence of Newton maps, then I Σ i is of the form I Σ i = x N i I Σ i , where I Σ i is of finite codimension where the summation is taken over all Newton maps associated to the faces of the Newton diagram of I and the roots of the face polynomials. If moreover we choose a system of coordinates such that the log canonical threshold is given by the Newton polygon, we have 2m(I) ≥ 4 1 lct(I) 2 . Using Corollary 6.14, we get the result.
As an example, we take Example 3 in [7] . We consider in C[ [x, y] We computed in [7] that e(I) = 102. There are two possible minimal Newton trees, drawn in Figure 23 . In both cases the log canonical threshold 5 22 is computed from the Newton polygon. Corollary 6.14 applied to this example gives 102 > 77, 44. Theorem 6.16 gives with the system of coordinates which gives the Newton tree on the left hand side 102 > 85, 72, and if we use coordinates on the right hand side 102 > 83. 16 .
